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Acclaimed author Mark Crilley tells his greatest tale yet in this intense supernatural thriller! After

losing his job, his girlfriend, and his home, Brody learns that things can get even worse when he

begins seeing a ghostly teenage girl watching him in the street. What he hopes is a hallucination

proves all too real when the ghost tells him she needs his help hunting down a dangerous killer, and

that he must undergo training from the spirit of a centuries-old samurai to unlock his hidden ghost

talker powers.While Brody initially goes along only begrudgingly, the mission becomes terrifyingly

personal when he learns that his ex-girlfriend is destined to be the killer's next victim. As he evades

the police and his ex's criminal boyfriend, Brody enters a race against time to learn the killer's

identity before the night of her foretold doom!"Mix a pinch of The Sixth Sense with a dash of The

Karate Kid and a bit of The Crow, and you'll start to get a feel for Brody's Ghost." -Wired"The

setting--an unidentified future city partially in ruins--is a masterpiece of drawing . . . The story is

more than a match for the art." -Booklist
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After years of following Mark Crilley and his work, I knew that as soon as I was able to, I just had to

get my hands on one of his graphic novels. Now with "Brody's Ghost Collected Edition", a collection

of all of his "Brody's Ghost" novels from beginning to end, I knew now was the perfect time to finally

support the man and purchase one of novels, and let me tell you, the story of "Brody's Ghost" has

shattered all of my expectations on what I thought the story would be and then some.From its

memorable characters,to its beautiful art, to its very mysterious atmosphere, the story of "Brody's



Ghost" will for sure give you one hell of a ride.

I watch Mr. Crilley on YouTube ([...]) every week! I don't draw, I am a painter, but his engaging style,

funny voices and real advice for artists is addictive and soothing. I bought the Brody's Ghost series

to support him, but fell in love with Talia and thoroughly enjoyed the series. This is a great place to

start if you DON'T read comics and think that you are too old for them. This is a well written and

drawn graphic novel, with suspense and hilarity in equal measure. Check out Mr. Crilley's YouTube

and watch him draw every Friday. Cheers.

I had picked up the first volume of Brodyâ€™s Ghost last year and read it and loved it. However, I

didnâ€™t really want to buy all the other volumes separately (they are really short and not available

at my library). So I was very excited to hear that this was being released. It was a very well done

supernatural thriller/mystery and I enjoyed it a lot.Brody is going through rough times when Talia,

the ghost of a teenaged girl, finds him and coerces him into helping her solve a mystery involving a

serial killer and strangled women.This book does a wonderful job of presenting a creepy and

complicated mystery that is fun to watch unfold. Brody goes through some serious character

development along the way; getting his life back on track and finding his place...all while trying to

solve this mystery.I also really loved the the old samurai ghost who trains Brody; he is hilarious and

lots of fun.The illustration is really well done and I enjoyed it a lot. The drawing is all black and white

(I usually prefer color), but it sucked me into the story so thoroughly I didnâ€™t notice the lack of

color. The frames are very easy to follow and character expressions are really well done, as are the

action scenes.Overall a fantastic graphic novel that I would definitely recommend. Especially

recommended to those who like supernatural mystery types of graphic novels.

I loved this book! I had book one but to be honest I really wanted a bound book of the whole series.

It was an amazing read that kept me on my toes. Usually I read the back of the book first (horrible I

know >_

I loved it! Way better than I was expecting. After watching his youtube videos, I decided "Hey if I

want to read all the books, why not ust get this?" (I had owned 0 beforehand) But if you own the

books already not much of a point in getting this.

Never have I ever been so excited! We just purchased the book and based on the reviews, I can tell



this will be great! Not only can I read it, I was planning to also use it as a guide to drawing better

manga. Oh, I bet it will be the best first ever manga I ever will read!
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